technique the exhibition team employed to create a splendid rendering of the pictures and their original texture. The original artwork was not merely scanned but photographed "enhanced through a hint of raking light" in order to present readers with the closest approximation possible to the several layers of watercolors Wiesner applies to reach the luminance he strives for. Therefore, even Wiesner fans who have not had the chance to visit the exhibition(s) and see the original paintings will be able to get new insights into his artwork. The Venn diagram of posthumanist theory and children's and young adult literature criticism thus far has a narrow enough union to justify the broad-scope expansion that editors Anita Tarr and Donna R. White seek to accomplish in their wide-ranging collection. Tarr, White, and the other contributors whose works make up the collection strive to bring a notoriously complex and heterogeneous theory, or what might be said to be a set of theories collectively termed posthumanism, to bear on the equally complex period known as adolescence. Much space is devoted to untangling the definition of posthumanism, both throughout the editors' introduction and in the introductions of many of the essays, with results that at times contradict one another. Such occasionally confusing repetition is, however, representative of the destabilizing action that is posthumanism's trademark. The essays' incisive close reading often illuminates adolescent characters' posthumanist positions in what contributor Maryna Matlock describes as "the spaces between…the tenuous stitches bridging those manufactured [humanist] divides" (98). Less time is spent discussing the rationale behind adolescence as the overall focus; the best essays of the collection spend equal time explicating their his childhood fascination with drawing and sequential art increased during his formal art schooling and resulted in his particular love for visual storytelling-with and without words.
Claudia Söffner
Keeping Wiesner's words in mind, Katherine Roeder's key article, "The Art of Wordless Storytelling," might have more aptly been named "The Art of Visual Storytelling," because even though the artist is celebrated as a creator of wordless picturebooks, about half of his creative output is, in fact, not completely wordless. However, Roeder-a university professor who specializes in comics, picturebooks, and graphic novels, within the wider range of "mass culture and modernism in the American tradition"-states that his wordless works are the most challenging ones for the readers, who have both the chance and the task to add their own voice and their subjective interpretation of the pictures. Moreover, it is apparent that even in his stories that include text, the visual elements are the ones driving the narrative momentum. Analyzing his published works in chronological order, Roeder provides additional information on his varied influences and offers a short summary of each story for those who have not (yet) read some of his books. In addition, she points out the connections between and peculiarities of each work within the complete body of Wiesner's artwork. Starting with his first solo work, Free Fall, published in 1990-which she places in the tradition of other boy-in-bed-dream-adventures, such as Winsor McKay's Little Nemo stories and Maurice Sendak's In the Night Kitchen-Roeder covers all of his published picturebooks up to Mr. Wuffles (2013), as well as his interactive app for iPad called Spot and his first graphic novel, Fish Girl (2016), created in collaboration with author Donna Jo Napoli.
These three informative articles are followed by the second part of the catalog, consisting of more than seventy full-page illustrations by Wiesner. They include a number of pieces from his early career in the 1970s, a few illustrations from his portfolios, and some artwork for posters and magazines, as well as a large selection of artwork from his various books. What makes this catalog stand out is the time-consuming in Climate Fiction"; and "Accepting/Rejecting Posthumanist Possibilities." The concept of networked subjectivities, or more specifically of the networked, posthumanist subjectivity of the adolescent, comes through as a point of focus in many of the essays. Of particular note are Maryna Matlock's critique of the posthuman adolescent body in Leigh Bardugo's Grisha trilogy, which uses Karen Barad's concept of the agential cut to excellent effect; Torsten Caeners's insightful consideration of human-posthuman negotiation in Ridley Scott's Prometheus; and Tony M. Vinci's metafictional examination of "a posthumanist approach to reading young adult fantasy" (230), exemplified by Lev Grossman's The Magicians. All of the essays in this collection will provide children's literature scholars interested in posthumanist approaches with several points of departure across a wide array of young adult fiction. The collection as a whole thoroughly justifies the relevance of further investigation into the intersection of young adult fiction and posthumanism, concisely summed up in a statement by Caeners: "The postmodern human condition, or posthumanity…can be defined as one of continuous adolescence" (203) .
Lindsay Burton University of Cambridge, England usage of posthumanist theory and the relevance of the young adult literature they examine.
In their introduction, Tarr and White provide an overview of posthumanist theories before previewing the different sections of the collection. They include transhumanism and "popular posthumanism" alongside more commonly drawn-upon sources from critical posthumanism such as Donna Haraway, N. Katherine Hayles, Cary Wolfe, and Neil Badmington. For a scholar new to posthumanism, this synopsis of the field may come across as compelling, if chaotic; for a scholar used to the variations of posthumanist terrain, Tarr and White's approach feels somewhat inapplicable to the essays themselves, as evidenced by multiple subsequent attempts to define posthumanism throughout the collection. The remainder of the introduction outlines the four sections of the book, ending with the statement, "We are all posthuman" (xxi), which summarizes both the lofty scope and the underlying nebulousness of this assemblage of essays.
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